ONLINE PARTICIPANTS: PLEASE NOTE TIMES IN THE PROGRAM ARE LISTED IN SANTIAGO DE CHILE TIME ZONE!

Version 11 July 2024

Thursday 11 July 2024 - 9:00AM-10:30AM

T1, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): New directions in Nigerian history of technology (Part 1)  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T2, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Engineering Repair, Repairing Engineers (Prometheans Sponsored Panel)  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T4, Room Edificio F-102: Fire technologies. Contained combustion in the history of technology, 17th to 20th centuries  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Thursday 11 July 2024 - 11:00AM-12:30PM

T7, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Tele-exclusion/resistance  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T8, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Dis/abilities and crisis  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T11, SEMI HYBRID Room Edificio F-102: Repairing and its practitioners  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Thursday 11 July 2024 – Lunch meetings

1:00PM-2:00PM : T13, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): ICOHTEC Kranzberg Lecture  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
12:45PM-2:15PM: Online Only SIG Meeting: SHOT Special Interest Group Envirotech Lunch  
Online Meeting (online only) Please join us for lunch over zoom for an hour of camaraderie and catch-up!  
JOIN ENVIROTECH MEETING

Thursday 11 July 2024 - 2:30PM-4:00PM

T13, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): New directions in Nigerian history of technology (Part 2)  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T14, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Impair/Repair: Disability Histories of Science and Technology  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T16, Online only session (Edificio F-102): (In)visible matters: unseen agents and actors in science and technology (Part 1)  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Thursday 11 July 2024 - 4:30PM-6:00PM

T19, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Preventing and responding to disaster, human-made or otherwise  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T20, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Reprogramming sex and gender  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
T21, Room Edificio F-102: Repair on wheels: Transport cultures of repair  
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
Friday 12 July 2024 - 9:00AM-10:30AM
F1, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Animality as a Repairing Technology for the Meat Industry
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F2, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Patent systems and participants (Part 1)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F6, Semi Hybrid Boardroom Edificio F-102: Reconstruction and Refurbishing: Repair and Maintenance in the Context of Mobility History in the Global South
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Friday 12 July 2024 - 11:00AM-12:30PM
F7, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Presidential Panel: Repairing, fixing, healing: disability and technology (Hybrid, Roundtable)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F8, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Repair objects and cultures
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Friday 12 July 2024 – Lunch meetings
1:00PM-2:00PM: Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Plenary ICOHTEC Keynote Lecture
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Friday 12 July 2024 - 2:30PM-4:00PM
F13, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Patent systems and participants (Part 2)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F14, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Archaeology and the precolonial histories of technology in Africa
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F17, Room Edificio F-103: (In)visible matters: unseen agents and actors in science and technology (Part 2)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F18, Room Semi Hybrid Boardroom Edificio F-102: Policies and Practices of Inclusion and Exclusion in Technology
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Friday 12 July 2024 - 4:30PM-6:00PM
F19, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Economic development and innovation (Hybrid)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F20, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Unseen actors: Repair in (un)expected spaces (Part 2)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
F23, Semi Hybrid Boardroom Edificio F-102: The Care and Feeding of Communications Networks (Mercurians sponsored) Works in Progress session
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
Saturday 13 July 2024 - 9:00AM-10:30AM
S1, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Earth repair? Global Perspectives on Technologies and Narratives of Sustainability (Part 1: Food and Agriculture)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
S2, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Engineering Repair (Prometheans Sponsored Panel) (Flash Talks)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
S6, Semi Hybrid Boardroom Edificio F-103: Observar, medir y registrar - técnicas de Cartografía y Astronomía en observatorios astronómicos de Latinoamérica - siglos XIX - XX (Work-in-progress session)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Saturday 13 July 2024 - 11:00AM-12:30PM
S7, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): In pursuit of the real: from coffee to videogames to deep
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
S8, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Repair Words/Repair Worlds (Part 1) (Roundtable)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
S10, Room Edificio F-103: Transmedia Storytelling in History of Technology: Promoting Multivocality and Multiperspectivity in Web-based Narratives (Workshop: Video screening and discussion)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
S11, Room Edificio A-102: Earth repair? Global Perspectives on Technologies and Narratives of Sustainability (Part 2: Infrastructure and landscapes)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Saturday 13 July 2024 – Lunch meetings
Lunch sessions 1:15PM-2:15PM
1:15PM-2:15PM: Auditorium (Edificio B: SHOT da Vinci Lecutre 2024
JOIN HYBRID MEETING

Saturday 13 July 2024 - 2:30PM-4:00PM
S13, Room Edificio D-207 (Hybrid I): Transhemispheric Futures of the History of Technology (REDI) Race and the History of Technology: learning from the Drexel/SHOT transhemispheric seminar.
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
THIS SESSION STARTS 2:20PM!
S14, Room Edificio D-208 (Hybrid II): Repair Words/Repair Worlds (Part 2) (Roundtable)
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
JOIN HYBRID MEETING
S18, Semi Hybrid Boardroom Edificio F-103: Mending history of technology: ideas for the future direction of the discipline
JOIN HYBRID MEETING